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View from the
Chief Executive
Recent years have been difficult for the shipping
industry and 2017 was no exception, with continued
depressed market conditions. However, the slight
positive trends in certain segments and the steady
growth in global seaborne trade volume indicate
some early signs of recovery, although
a fragile one.
Furthermore, all indications show that the trend of
large-scale consolidations in the liner sector is here
to stay, with further alliances being announced in
2017: it remains to be seen how the market will
be affected.
We at Zodiac Maritime continue to monitor
developments and seek ways to respond to
the challenges ahead, while ensuring that we
provide quality, sustainable and reliable
services to our customers.
This report reflects our HSE performance over the
calendar year 2017 and provides an update on our
progress so far and on initiatives we have launched
to support our objective of continual improvement.
We were pleased to complete the transition to the
revised ISO 9001 and 14001 standards during 2017,
which will help us ensure our processes support
our business objectives.
2017 saw the end of our first Five-Year Safety
Strategy. Although we have seen an improvement
in some areas, an increase in injuries during 2017,
particularly hand and finger injuries, shows that we
always need to focus on safety. Our 2018-2022
Safety Strategy demonstrates our determination
for further progress towards a zero accident
and injury record.

In the environmental sector, we followed
developments regarding the implementation
schedule for existing ships under the International
Convention for the Control and Management
of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments with
great interest.
While we examine the most appropriate solution
for our existing fleet, all new ships delivered in 2017
under our continued fleet expansion and renewal
programme already have treatment
systems installed.
Greenhouse gas emissions generated by shipping
remain high on the regulatory agenda, with the
focus being on the collection of reliable information
in order to assess current levels.
Fuel efficiency is an area we have concentrated
on for quite some time, and we have systems
in place to comply with regulatory requirements
and to provide robust data.
Finally, we once again want to thank our
shore-side staff and crew for their continued
loyalty and commitment to making Zodiac Maritime
a first-class tonnage provider. We are proud to
observe some very high retention rates and
look forward to continue working with you.
Daniel Ofer
Chief Executive Officer
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About
Zodiac Maritime
Zodiac Maritime Ltd. is an international ship
management company offering management
services for commercial vessels. We offer a wide
range of vessel management services, including
commercial, technical, operations and crewing,

sale and purchase, insurance and legal services,
as well as health, safety, quality and environmental
management. As of the end of 2017, we managed a
fleet of 117 vessels, with nine added during the year
and more vessels expected in 2018.

Fleet under Zodiac’s management as of 31st December 20171

1

Container Vessels

Tankers

33

42

Capacity :

Vessel Types :

Capacity :

Vessel Types :

Over 240,000 TEU

1,700 to 13,500 TEU

Almost 3.3 million
tonnes deadweight

Chemical, Crude Oil
and Product Tankers,
LPG Carriers

Bulk Carriers

Car Carriers (PCTC)

31

11

Capacity :

Vessel Types :

Capacity :

Vessel Types :

Over 4.6 million tonnes
deadweight

Handysize, Ultramax,
Panamax and Capesize
bulk carriers and Very
Large Ore Carriers
(VLOC)

Almost 68,000 units

4,300 to 7,400
Vehicle Carriers

As listed under Zodiac Maritime Ltd.’s Documents of Compliance (DOC) as issued by either the United Kingdom or Liberia
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Materiality
Assessment
The 2017 Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE)
Report covers relevant topics and describes
our performance in those areas that have been
determined as material to us as a ship management
company. An issue is identified as material if it has
significant importance to either our activities or our
stakeholders. Omission from the report does not
signify that an issue is not considered important.
Information is collected through a number of
internal and external sources. External sources
include the maritime press and industry publications,
engagement with stakeholders, and the monitoring
of regulatory developments as well as the
reports and publications of our customers
and industry peers.
Internal feedback and areas for improvement
identified under our Quality Management System
are also invaluable sources of information.

This report covers the activities of our office in
London and the fleet of commercial vessels under
Zodiac’s management for the calendar year 2017
(excluding vessels chartered out under a bareboat
contract, or otherwise not included on our
Documents of Compliance).
This report is intended to provide our customers
with information on our HSE performance over
the year 2017. In the interest of transparency, the
information has been externally verified by Lloyd’s
Register Quality Assurance (LRQA) as detailed in
the Assurance Statement included in this report.
For further information please contact us. Our details
are available on the final page of the report.
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Environmental
Performance
Emissions and Energy Efficiency
Shipping contributes to air pollution through exhaust
gases and cargo operations of ships, with the main
pollutants being nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulphur
dioxide (SO₂) and carbon dioxide (CO₂). Nitrogen
oxides and sulphur dioxide can have an adverse
impact on human health and the environment while
carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas that contributes
to climate change.
Several important air pollution regulations enter into
force over the coming years and are expected to
impact our operations.
Collection of data in compliance with the European
regulation on the monitoring, reporting and
verification (EU MRV) of carbon dioxide emissions
from maritime transport (Regulation [EU] 2015/757)
in EU waters starts in 2018. The International
Maritime Organization’s fuel consumption monitoring
programme commences in 2019 and will apply to
all ships trading worldwide. Both schemes aim
to collect accurate data on greenhouse gas
emissions from ships.
Our efforts to improve fuel efficiency and reduce
emissions have continued in 2017 through effective
use of the ISO 50001 Energy Management System
tools and vessel performance improvements,

such as ship optimisation, improved voyage
planning and hull cleaning. Our fuel consumption
and CO₂ emissions have increased, partly due
to an increase in fleet size and vessels being
re-activated from lay-up, as well as increased
utilisation by charterers compared with 2016.
We continue to focus on the fuel efficiency of
each vessel to achieve reductions in emissions
in relation to the economic benefit.
Our Ship Performance Management System
allows for identification of opportunities to improve
the efficiency of a ship, in a timely and effective
manner. The system has been enhanced to assist
with the implementation of the CO₂ data collection
regulations and to strengthen reporting accuracy.
To specifically address sulphur oxides emissions
from ships, stricter requirements enter into force
in 2020 and ships will be asked to burn fuel oil
of no more than 0.50% sulphur content or apply
alternative means of compliance (e.g. use of
exhaust gas cleaning systems, or alternative fuels).
Preparing for implementation, we are considering
options as to how our ships will best comply with
the forthcoming regulation. Meanwhile, we continue
monitoring the amount of SO₂ emitted by our
ships. This appeared higher in 2017, in line
with the increased fuel consumption.

1 Jan 2018

1 Jan 2019

1 Jan 2020

1 Jan 2021

EU MRV Data
collection

IMO fuel consumption
monitoring – Data
collection

Global sulphur
cap (0.50%)

New ECAs-NOx
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Two new Emissions Control Areas for the control
of NOx emissions (ECA-NOx) in the Baltic Sea and
the North Sea, including the English Channel, were
adopted by the International Maritime Organization’s
Marine Environmental Protection Committee,
at its 71st session (MEPC 71) in July 20172. Ships
constructed after 1 January 2021 and visiting these
areas will be required to conform to more stringent
engine performance standards (NOx Tier III).
On board and ashore, we all work hard in ensuring
compliance but, regrettably, during the course of
2017 two of our managed vessels were found to
be non-compliant with air pollution regulations.
The first one related to a test sample of the fuel oil
being used in the North American Emission Control
Area (California Area) which was found to be out
of specification. Although the crew had correctly
performed and recorded the fuel changeover to
0.10% diesel oil, when the fuel was tested the actual
sulphur content was found to be slightly in excess
of that stated on the Bunker Delivery Note. A fine
was imposed on the ship due to this violation.

Our investigation did not indicate any erroneous
handling or oversight from the crew side, however,
as a preventive measure both the subject ship and
her sister ship were supplied with additional valves
for the fuel service line to further reduce the possibility
of low sulphur fuel oil contamination in the future.
An air pollution incident on another vessel was
reported due to funnel smoke emission. This
caused a marine pollution incident due to a small
quantity of soot on the sea surface and involved
clean-up operations from the terminal. The incident,
which was caused by human error in operating
machinery, constituted a breach of both the local
port regulations and the international environmental
regulations (MARPOL), and we investigated
it accordingly.
We continue to learn from these incidents and
to seize the opportunity to improve our Quality
Management System and control measures.

Marine Pollution
Incidents
During the course of 2017, there was one incident when a small quantity of soot ended on the sea surface
during a funnel smoke emission incident.

2

Losses due to marine casualties

0

Losses due to incidents

1

Losses due to machinery problems or equipment failures

0

www.imo.org
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Performance
Summary 2015-17
Performance Indicator

Units

2015

2016

2017

Average Fleet Size

Number of Ships

97

110

115

Bunker Consumption

Thousand Metric Tonnes

1,0953

1,1003

1,2773

Carbon Dioxide Emissions4

Thousand Metric Tonnes

3,4173

3,4303

3,9843

Sulphur Dioxide Emissions5

Thousand Metric Tonnes

51

54

64

Number of Incidents
(> 1 barrel spilt)

1

0

0

Number of Incidents
(< 1 barrel spilt)

3

1

0

7,000

7,000

8,000

13%

15%

13%

Oil Spills to Water

3
4
5

Garbage Production

Cubic metres (nearest 500)

Garbage Disposal to Sea

Percentage of total

Restated figures from the 2016 HSE Report due to change to the reporting scale (from million metric tonnes to thousand metric tonnes)
CO2 emissions calculated using carbon emission factors in MEPC.1/Circ.684
SO2 emissions arising from fuel and distillate fuel consumption have been estimated using a calculation based on tonnage and molecular weight
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Garbage
Management
Ships generate garbage from ship operations
and as a result of life on board. The international
MARPOL Convention regulates how garbage should
be handled on board ships in order to mitigate the
impact to the marine environment. Amendments to
the MARPOL Convention (Annex V) enter into force
on 1 March 2018 and provide clarity on the recording
of garbage management through a revision to the
Garbage Record Book.
We monitor the amount of garbage generated by
our fleet, along with disposal methods, to identify
any trends and ensure that applicable regulations
are followed. An increase to the total garbage
quantity generated during 2017 was noted, mainly
due to the expansion of the managed fleet.

Although we maintain high levels of compliance
across our fleet, during the course of 2017 there
was a reported breach of the MARPOL regulation
relating to incorrect disposal of a managed ship’s
garbage to sea.
Following a separate incident which occurred in
2016, relating to a garbage discharge to sea not
complying with the required distance from shore
as per MARPOL requirements, a fine was imposed
on one of our managed ships by the Chinese
port authorities. In response to these cases, we
have implemented control measures aimed at
raising awareness to assist our crew with garbage
management in the future.

10
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Ballast Water
Management
Large quantities of ballast water are transferred
globally by ships in order to maintain stability
and navigational safety.
This operation can have a considerable ecological,
economic and public health impact as through
the discharge of ballast water non-native marine
organisms can invade local ecosystems.
The International Convention for the Control
and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and
Sediments, adopted by the International Maritime
Organization in 2004, finally entered into force
on 8 September 2017.

treatment system which will eliminate or render
non-viable any marine invasive species within
the ballast water. However, while new ships are
expected to comply with the Convention from its
entry into force date, MEPC 71 agreed an extension
to the implementation schedule for existing ships6.
Newbuild ships entering our managed fleet have
been fitted with treatment systems since delivery.
The existing fleet has been certified for compliance
with the first phase of the Convention (Ballast Water
Exchange Standard), while treatment systems will
be installed at dry dock.

In order to comply with the Ballast Water
Performance Standard under the Convention,
vessels need to be fitted with a ballast water

Ship Recycling
The Hong Kong International Convention for the
Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships,
2009 which is not yet in force, aims to address
issues so that ship recycling does not pose any
unnecessary risks to human health, safety and
the environment.

6

www.imo.org

Zodiac supports the implementation of the Hong
Kong Convention and believes that compliance with
an international agreement is the most appropriate
legislation for a globalised industry.
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Health & Safety
Management
Safety Performance
It is of paramount importance to us to provide
a workplace with zero accidents, injuries and
work-related illness. For this reason, we enhance
our safety management and training with safety
campaigns to raise awareness of specific risks
and to prevent injuries; the driver for this can
be past incidents experienced among our fleet,
current industry initiatives and lessons learnt.
During 2017, we continued our hand and finger
injuries and incinerator safety awareness campaigns,
and we initiated another awareness campaign on
navigation safety.
Our performance is measured using the industry
standard of Lost Time Injury Frequency (LTIF), as
developed by OCIMF7. This is the number of cases
where a seafarer has been injured to the extent that
they cannot return to work on the following day, per
million man-hours of exposure (time on board).

Lost Time Injury Frequency (All Fleet)
Achieved

Target

Our first Five-Year Safety Strategy, initiated in
2012, targeted an over 60% reduction in the LTIF
by the completion year. Although we have seen
an improvement in some areas, there has been
an increase in injuries in 2017, raising the LTIF
above our own target.
Going forward, we have reviewed and updated
our Safety Strategy which will apply to the period
2018-2022 with specific and measurable objectives
and targets. Our main objective is to work towards
continual improvement and to achieve the overall
target of zero accidents and injuries.
During the course of 2017, our fleet did not
experience any navigational incidents that resulted
in significant damage to the vessel or loss of life
and serious injury. There was one incident from
contact with a side fender on a bridge categorised
as significant to us due to cost of repairs of the
fender although the damage was relatively minor.
We continue to implement measures to learn from
previous incidents. A number of training sessions
were held through seminars and briefings organised
ashore; for 2018 we will continue these sessions
on board, to enable the sharing of lessons learnt
and to prevent re-occurrence.

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

2012

7

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Calculated using the OCIMF (Oil Companies International Marine Forum) ‘Marine Injury Reporting Guidelines 1997’ as used in all previous reports. Available at: www.ocimf.org.
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Occupational
Health and Safety
We recognise that work on board ship can pose
potential threats to the safety as well as the health
of our employees.
The main health risks identified on ships include
exposure to noise and vibration, variations in
temperature, infectious diseases such as malaria

and yellow fever, and the carriage of potentially
hazardous substances.
This is why we operate under the OHSAS 18001
occupational health and safety certification,
having systems in place to mitigate these threats.

Resilience and
Safety
We participate in industry partnerships to improve
safety performance, with the latest one focusing
on resilience. Despite our best efforts to mitigate
risk on our ships, unexpected situations can occur
and potentially lead to an incident. The quality of
resilience relates to the ability to adapt, address
a challenging situation, learn from mistakes
and recover.

A series of learning sessions has been initiated on
board with a specific focus on human behaviours.
We aim to boost our seafarers’ ability to deal with
stressful personal and professional situations in an
efficient and effective manner, enabling them to be
stronger in overcoming adversities as we believe
that this will ultimately enhance their safety and
wellbeing on board.
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Health on Board
Being taken ill while on board can pose a significant
risk, aggravated by the remote nature of the workplace.
This is a matter of serious concern to us and we
try to reduce the possibility of our crew members
becoming ill while on board by carrying out
medical examinations prior to employment, and
by supporting the provision of healthy diets and
maintenance of general fitness on board. When
illnesses occur, we have staff on board trained

to provide medical care while professional medical
advice can also be accessed from the Maritime
Telemedical Assistance Services (TMAS), who
may recommend repatriation on medical grounds.
During 2017, there were 62 seafarers repatriated
on medical grounds, and 4 crew members who
were taken ill and subsequently passed away.

Our People
Professional Development

Staff Retention

We continue to offer cadet sponsorship to young
maritime professionals beginning their training for
a seagoing career. Many of these cadets have now
progressed to being our Senior Officers, and their
longstanding experience with our values, policies
and practices is highly valued. In 2017, we sponsored
more than 230 cadets starting their professional
maritime training with us.

Our people are the cornerstone of our success
and it is very rewarding to observe high retention
rates for yet another year.

Data Protection
The General Data Protection Regulation (EU)
2016/679 (GDPR), coming into force on 25 May
2018, replaces the existing Data Protection Directive
(95/46/EC) and brings increased responsibility
for companies in the way they use and manage
personal data. Compliance with the new regulation
will ensure that we process personal data in a fair
and transparent way and that we protect it from
unlawful use or accidental loss.
As an EU-based company, we are ensuring that we
will have the appropriate technical and operational
measures in place to comply with the new data
privacy requirements, and to offer increased
protection to our employees, customers and
other stakeholders.

8

During the course of 2017, our staff turnover
rate in the London office was just 6.2% (excluding
planned retirement), with a retention rate of 93.8%.
The average time served with Zodiac by our shore
staff is an impressive 10.2 years. On board, the
retention rates were in line with previous years,
at over 88% for the whole crew, and 98.4%8 for the
Senior Officers. These rates make us an attractive
employer in a competitive market, giving us the
benefit of being able to select and retain the
most talented people.
We continue to reward our shore-side staff and
crew with long service awards, with over 360
awards for service of 10 years or more being given
out this year. We would like to congratulate all of
those who received awards and thank them for
their continued loyalty and commitment to Zodiac.

Retention Rate calculated based on an industry-standard formula developed by INTERTANKO. Available at www.intertanko.com.
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Anti-Corruption
For a globally-trading organisation, bribery and
corruption are material issues, particularly as
a number of stakeholders and jurisdictions can
apply even to a single shipment. Being a company
incorporated in the United Kingdom our operations
are subject to the UK Bribery Act. The giving of
facilitation payments (money or gifts given to an
official for the performance of an existing duty),

which are common in many places around the
world, are illegal under the Act.
We have procedures in place in order to eliminate
these practices and protect our staff, as well as
to prevent the giving or acceptance of payments,
inducements or bribes to secure business
with Zodiac.

Cyber Security
With the increasing use and dependence on
technology on board, cyber security has gained
significant importance in recent years. Therefore,
appropriate technical and procedural controls
need to be in place to protect information and data
pertaining to a ship, its cargo and crew. Shipping
is moving towards the regulation of cyber risk
management; at the moment, guidance and best
practices are being developed by a number of
maritime enforcement and industry bodies.

We recognise the potential risk of unauthorised
access or malicious attacks to the systems and
networks of our office and ships, and the potential
safety, environmental and commercial implications.
We have appropriate measures in place on board
and ashore to monitor, detect and protect our assets
from security breaches.
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Management
System Transition
We have long endeavoured to provide high quality
services to our customers and, at the same time,
to manage and mitigate the environmental impact
of our operations. Compliance with the international
quality and environmental management standards,
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 respectively, has proved
to be valuable in working towards achieving this
objective. Zodiac was first certified to the
then-applicable standard ISO 9002 in 1996,
and to ISO 14001 in 2001.
The latest editions of ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 were
published in 2015 and organisations have until 2018
to prove conformance with the new requirements.
Emphasis on leadership, risk identification and
mitigation, and greater alignment of processes

with the organisation’s strategic direction are
some of the key points of the revised standards.
We underwent the transition audits in 2017 and are
pleased to report that we successfully meet the high
expectations of the revised standards. We are now
certified for compliance with ISO 9001:2015 and
ISO 14001:2015.
Other management system standards that Zodiac
subscribes to are ISO 50001 addressing energy
efficiency and OHSAS 18001 addressing
occupational health and safety management.
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Performance
Review
We are very pleased to report that 2017 has
been a detention-free year for our fleet, exhibiting
a remarkable improvement in performance. Our
company performance ranking for the two big
MOUs (Paris MOU and Tokyo MOU) has been
raised to a high-performance company.

We regularly monitor our performance with regard
to the quality, safety and environmental objectives
we have set for ourselves, and strive for continual
improvement. The use of performance indicators
is an indispensable tool during this process.
Two key indicators relate to results of third-party
inspections on our ships. These inspections can
be of a mandatory nature by enforcement
authorities, such as port authorities at calling ports,
or of a voluntary nature for commercial purposes,
such as tanker vetting.

Port State Control Inspections Performance
Total
inspections

Inspections with
zero observations

Average number of observations during
inspections where observations were noted

Port State Control Inspections
200
150
100
50

4

Number of observations

250

Number of PSC Inspections

300

Port authorities at calling ports carry out inspections
on foreign vessels to verify that they comply with the
internationally applicable requirements concerning
the design, operation, manning and maintenance
of the ship, as well as any other regulations in force
within the specific port or coastal State. These
inspections are in addition to inspections by the
vessel’s flag State (i.e. where she is registered) and
inspections and surveys by Classification Societies.

0

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

2015

2016

2017

5 detentions

3 detentions

zero detentions

2017 PSC Inspection Performance Summary:
Total No. of
Inspections

No. of Inspections
with zero
Observations

Average number
of Observations

Detentions

Paris MOU

39

25

2.79

0

Tokyo MOU

87

55

2.87

0

USCG

41

34

1.71

0

Viña Del Mar
MOU

24

21

2.33

0

Authority9

In 2017, the Paris and Tokyo MOUs led a Concentrated Inspection Campaign (CIC) with focus on safety
of navigation10. Our ships were inspected more than 30 times under the detailed requirements of the
campaign, with no major findings as a result of these inspections11.

9 

In some locations, PSC inspections carried out will be recorded in multiple PSC MOU (Memorandum of Understanding) databases. These inspections are shown here under each individual MOU
under which they are counted, therefore some inspections will be double-counted.
Two more Concentrated Inspection Campaigns (CIC) were held in 2017, on life-saving appliances and arrangements and on crew familiarisation for enclosed space entry. Our ships were not
inspected against these campaigns.
Defined as a deficiency to be rectified before departure or grounds for the detention of the vessel, as per the Procedures for Port State Control 2011 (IMO Resolution A.1052(27)).

10 

11

20
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Tanker Vetting
As a prerequisite for our tankers (carrying crude
oil, products, gas and chemicals) to be chartered,
many charterers ask that they are inspected on
their behalf by the Oil Companies International
Marine Forum (OCIMF) and the Chemical Distribution
Institute (CDI). Their respective requirements set
high standards of performance and it is crucial to us
that our vessels perform well in these inspections.

In 2017, we saw a further reduction in the number
of items raised during our vessels’ inspections,
continuing to compare favourably with the
industry average performance.

Vetting Performance Summary 2016-2017:
Programme

12

Average No. of items
Raised per Inspection

Management Review
of Performance

2017 Benchmark

2016

2017

Ship Inspection
Report (SIRE)12

1.67

1.40

Achieved target

3.11

Chemical Distribution
Institute (CDI)

3.69

3.13

Achieved target

-

Ship Inspection Report Programme (SIRE) publishes the results of the OCIMF inspections.

2017
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LRQA Assurance Statement
Relating to Zodiac Maritime Ltd’s Health, Safety and Environmental Report
for the calendar year 2017
This Assurance Statement has been prepared for Zodiac Maritime Ltd. in accordance with our contract but is intended for the readers of
this Report.

Terms of engagement

Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Ltd. (LRQA) was commissioned by Zodiac Maritime Ltd (Zodiac) to provide independent assurance
on its Health, Safety and Environmental Report (“the report”) against the assurance criteria below to a limited level of assurance using
LRQA’s verification procedure.
LRQA’s verification procedure is based on current best practise, is in accordance with ISAE 3000 and ISAE 3410 and uses the principles
of AA1000AS (2008) - inclusivity, materiality, responsiveness and reliability of performance data.
Our assurance engagement covered all of Zodiac’s managed commercial fleet and evaluated the reliability of the health, safety and
environmental data and information.
Our assurance engagement excluded the data and information of Zodiac’s suppliers, contractors and any third-parties mentioned in the
report.
LRQA’s responsibility is only to Zodiac. LRQA disclaims any liability or responsibility to others as explained in the end footnote. Zodiac’s
responsibility is for collecting, aggregating, analysing and presenting all the data and information within the report and for maintaining
effective internal controls over the systems from which the report is derived. Ultimately, the report has been approved by, and remains
the responsibility of Zodiac.

LRQA’s Opinion

Based on LRQA’s approach, except for the effect of the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion, nothing has come to our
attention that would cause us to believe that Zodiac has not, in all material respects:
•
Met the requirements above
•
Disclosed accurate and reliable performance data and information as no errors or omissions were detected
•
Covered all the issues that are important to the stakeholders and readers of this report.
The opinion expressed is formed on the basis of a limited level of assurance and at the materiality of the professional judgement of the
verifier.
Note: The extent of evidence-gathering for a limited assurance engagement is less than for a reasonable assurance engagement.
Limited assurance engagements focus on aggregated data rather than physically checking source data at sites. Consequently, the level
of assurance obtained in a limited assurance engagement is substantially lower than the assurance that would have been obtained had
a reasonable assurance engagement been performed.

Basis for Qualified Opinion
•

The Zodiac HSE Report does not adequately address the material issues associated with the recycling of vessels that were
previously managed by Zodiac.

LRQA’s approach

LRQA’s assurance engagements are carried out in accordance with our verification procedure. The following tasks though were
undertaken as part of the evidence gathering process for this assurance engagement:
•
Assessing Zodiac’s approach to stakeholder engagement to confirm that issues raised by stakeholders were captured correctly. We
did this through verifying compliance with Zodiac’s Stakeholder Engagement Management Policy.
•
Reviewing Zodiac’s process for identifying and determining material issues to confirm that the right issues were included in their
Report. We did this by benchmarking reports written by Zodiac and its peers to ensure that sector specific issues were included for
comparability. We also tested the filters used in determining material issues to evaluate whether Zodiac makes informed business
decisions that may create opportunities that contribute towards sustainable development.
•
Auditing Zodiac’s data management systems to confirm that there were no significant errors, omissions or misstatements in the
report. We did this by reviewing the effectiveness of data handling procedures, instructions and systems, including those for internal
verification. We also spoke with those key people responsible for compiling the data and drafting the report.
•
Visiting Zodiac’s head-quarter offices in London, United Kingdom. LRQA did not verify the data back to its original sources, nor did
it assess the accuracy and completeness of the data reported by individual vessels.

Lloyd’s Register Group Limited, its subsidiaries and affiliates, including Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Limited (LRQA), and their respective officers, employees or agents are, individually and collectively,
referred to in this clause as ‘Lloyd’s Register’. Lloyd’s Register assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage or expense caused by reliance on the information or
advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless that person has signed a contract with the relevant Lloyd’s Regi ster entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any
responsibility or liability is exclusively on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.
Issued by: Lloyd's Register Quality Assurance Ltd, 1 Trinity Park, Bickenhill Lane, Birmingham, B37 7ES, United Kingdom

Page 1 of 2
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Comments

Further comments and findings, made during the assurance engagement, are:
•
Stakeholder inclusivity:
We are not aware of any key stakeholder groups that have been excluded from Zodiac’s stakeholder engagement process.
•
Materiality:
We are not aware of any material issues concerning Zodiac’s health, safety and environmental performance that have been excluded
from the report except for the matters described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion.
•
Responsiveness:
We are not aware of any weaknesses in the responsiveness of Zodiac to its stakeholders.
•
Reliability:
Data management systems are considered to be well defined expect for the matters described in the Recommendations.

Points of information
•
•

Zodiac have utilised the fuel carbon dioxide emission factors from the “IMO International Maritime Organization MEPC.1/Circ.684:
Guidelines for Voluntary Use of the Ship Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI) (17/8/09)”. These factors do not account
for any non-carbon dioxide combustion generated greenhouse gases.
Sulphur dioxide emissions arising from fuel and diesel oil combustion have been estimated using a calculation based on consumption
tonnage and molecular weight.

Recommendations
•
•

Zodiac should expand future Reports to adequately encompass the material issues associated with the recycling of vessels that
were previously managed by Zodiac.
Zodiac need to demonstrate the formal management of software that generates vessel air emissions data.

LRQA’s competence and independence

LRQA implements and maintains a comprehensive management system that meets accreditation requirements for ISO 14065
Greenhouse gases – Requirements for greenhouse gas validation and verification bodies for use in accreditation or other forms of
recognition and ISO/IEC 17021 Conformity assessment – Requirements for bodies providing audit and certification of management
systems that are at least as demanding as the requirements of the International Standard on Quality Control 1 and comply with the Code
of Ethics for Professional Accountants issued by the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants.
LRQA ensures the selection of appropriately qualified individuals based on their qualifications, training and experience. The outcome of
all verification and certification assessments is then internally reviewed by senior management to ensure that the approach applied is
rigorous and transparent.
LRQA (as part of the Lloyd’s Register Group Ltd) is Zodiac’s certification body for ISO 14001, ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001 and ISO 50001.
We also provide Zodiac with a range of training services related to Management Systems. Other parts of the Lloyd’s Register Group Ltd
provide shipping Classification Society services to Zodiac. Lloyd’s Register has also worked with Zodiac on a number of shipping
technology and operational efficiency projects. The verification, certification and Classification Society services, together with the training
and shipping projects, are the only work undertaken by the Lloyd’s Register Group Ltd for Zodiac and as such do not compromise our
independence or impartiality.
Signed

Dated: 19 March, 2018

Paul Jackson
LRQA Lead Verifier
On behalf of Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance, 1 Trinity Park, Bickenhill Lane, Birmingham, B37 7ES, UK.
LRQA Reference: LRQ00000799
The English version of this Assurance Statement is the only valid version. Lloyd’s Register Group Limited assumes no responsibility for versions translated
into other languages.
This Assurance Statement is only valid when published with the Report to which it refers. It may only be reproduced in its entirety.
Copyright © Lloyd's Register Quality Assurance Limited, 2018. A member of the Lloyd’s Register Group.

Lloyd’s Register Group Limited, its subsidiaries and affiliates, including Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance Limited (LRQA), and their respective officers, employees or agents are, individually and collectively,
referred to in this clause as ‘Lloyd’s Register’. Lloyd’s Register assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage or expense caused by reliance on the information or
advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless that person has signed a contract with the relevant Lloyd’s Regi ster entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any
responsibility or liability is exclusively on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.
Issued by: Lloyd's Register Quality Assurance Ltd, 1 Trinity Park, Bickenhill Lane, Birmingham, B37 7ES, United Kingdom
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Zodiac Maritime

For more information on Zodiac Maritime Ltd. or its
HSE activities, or to give us feedback on our report,
please contact us at:

Portman House, 2 Portman Street, London, W1H 6DU
United Kingdom

Quality, Health, Safety and Environment Department

e: green@zodiac-maritime.com
t: +44 (0) 207 333 2399
w: www.zodiac-maritime.com

Zodiac Maritime Ltd.
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